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Abstract
With this work, a novel derivative-free multi-objective optimisation approach for solving engineering
problems is presented. State-of-the-art algorithms usually require numerical experimentation in order to
tune the algorithm’s multiple parameters to a specific optimisation problem. This issue is effectively tackled
by the presented deterministic method which has only a single parameter.
The most popular multi-objective optimisation algorithms are based on pseudo-random numbers and need
several parameters to adjust the associated probability distributions. Deterministic methods can overcome
this issue but have not attracted much research interest in the past decades and are thus seldom applied in
practice. The proposed multi-objective algorithm is an extension of the previously introduced deterministic
single-objective Global Pattern Search algorithm. It achieves a thorough recovery of the Pareto frontier by
tracking a predefined number of non-dominated samples during the optimisation run. To assess the numerical
efficiency of the proposed method, it is compared to the well-established NSGA2 algorithm. Convergence is
demonstrated and the numerical performance of the proposed optimiser is discussed on the basis of several
analytic test functions. Finally, the optimiser is applied to two structural dynamics problems: transfer
function estimation and finite element model updating.
The introduced algorithm performs well on test functions and robustly converges on the considered prac-
tical engineering problems. Hence, this deterministic algorithm can be a viable and beneficial alternative to
random-number-based approaches in multi-objective engineering optimisation.
Keywords: multi-objective optimisation, pattern search, structural dynamics, model updating
1. Introduction
In engineering optimisation tasks, it is often hard to decide which objective function formulation is best
suited to solve the problem at hand. Some objectives can also be conflicting like cost and lifetime of a
structure. Furthermore, since engineering optimisation often deals with complex numerical models, there
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usually are no derivatives of the objective functions available. Multi-objective derivative-free optimisers are5
able to solve problems of such nature, and have been studied extensively in the past decades [1].
Contrary to single-objective optimisation problems, multi-objective problems usually possess an infinite
number of quasi-optimal, or non-dominated, solutions. Optimisation algorithms for solving such problems
thus need to simultaneously provide convergence to all non-dominated solutions. The central concept applied
in these algorithms is the Pareto frontier [2], which contains all non-dominated solutions. In order to converge10
towards the Pareto frontier, feasible points have to be found in the design variable space, which have an
improved solution in at least one objective compared to all previously evaluated points.
The most commonly used global derivative-free algorithms for single as well as multi-objective optimisation
follow a random-number-based approach. This means, that they employ pseudo-random numbers to generate
samples in the design space in order to iteratively minimise the objective functions. Deb et al. presented the15
multi-objective genetic algorithm NSGA2 [3], which has become a very prominent example of such algorithms.
Genetic algorithm variants for multi-objective problems also include micro-GA [4] and Niched Pareto GA
[5]. Reviews of similar methods were published by Zitzler [6] and Konak [7]. A more recent branch of meta-
heuristic multi-objective optimisers are particle swarm approaches, often referred to as MOPSO [8, 9, 10].
An evolution strategy based algorithm was adapted to multi-objective problems by Beume et al. [11] and its20
high performance was demonstrated. Among the evolution strategy approaches, there are also PAES [12] and
SPEA2 [13], which employ advanced selection criteria in their iteration schemes. More recent evolutionary
algorithm approaches include MO-CMA-ES [14], which uses the hypervolume metric in its selection criteria
and MOEA/D [15], which decomposes the multi-objective problem into several single-objective problems.
Benchmarks including the newer approaches show, that NSGA2 is to date among the most efficient meta-25
heuristic algorithms [16, 17]. Therefore, an implementation of NSGA2 [18] is considered as the benchmark
algorithm for this work.
The aforementioned random-number-based algorithms however share a common drawback in the amount
of parameters which govern their convergence properties. As an example, genetic algorithms like NSGA2 often
have five parameters. The most important of these parameters is the population size, which influences the30
balance between convergence rate and exploration. Two further parameters set the behaviour of the genetic
crossover operator. The last two parameters influence the mutation rate and distribution. The authors of
NSGA2 provide some hints on viable settings for several benchmark problems [19]. However, in practical
engineering optimisation, numerical experimentation is required to find satisfactory settings. This general
problem inherent to most random-based algorithms has been noted. To this end, the Differential Evolution35
algorithm [20] was put forward, which features just three parameters. Due to this user-friendly approach,
Differential Evolution has since been adopted and improved by many researchers [21]. Nevertheless, the
achievable numerical performance suffers due to its lack of tuning parameters. Recently, the criticism of
metaphor-based algorithms [22], which all genetic and evolutionary approaches belong to, even led to the
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development of an approach [23] that has the population size as its only parameter.40
Deterministic algorithms, which do not employ random numbers at all, attract much less attention in the
field of global derivative-free optimisation. Yet, some notable work was recently published on deterministic
multi-objective approaches. Evtushenko and Posypkin proposed an approach which employs box-constraints
and a branch-and-bound optimisation scheme [24]. Al-Dujaili and Suresh demonstrate a method based on the
dividing rectangles approach [25]. A hybrid between random-number-based and a pattern search approach45
was proposed by Custódio [26]. Alotto and Capasso introduced an algorithm based on pattern search and
on a hybridisation with meta-heuristic algorithms to improve the performance [27]. All these deterministic
and hybrid algorithms have a comparatively low number of parameters in common, often only a single one.
However, some of these approaches lack numerical robustness and there have not been many attempts made
at comparing them to more mainstream methods like NSGA2.50
Another desirable property of optimisation algorithms is the ability to solve multi-objective multi-modal
problems. As in single-objective optimisation, the multi-modal problems are characterised by multiple regions
in the design variable space which map onto the same objective function values. A review by Tanabe and
Ishibuchi [28] shows that evolutionary algorithms dominate this field. The absence of competitive multi-
modal deterministic approaches can be attributed to the lack of an effective way to control the balance55
between convergence rate and exploration inherent to many deterministic optimisation methods. Hence,
these algorithms fail to simultaneously converge to multiple areas in the design variable space.
In this paper, a multi-objective variant of the global pattern search algorithm [29] is introduced as a novel
approach in multi-objective optimisation, which tackles the above mentioned problems. Results are obtained
for established analytic test functions and the features of the proposed method are compared with NSGA2.60
Both the objective value space as well as the design variable space behaviour are considered and an in-depth
assessment of the convergence behaviour is carried out.
Benchmarks in numerical optimisation are carried out on the basis of analytical optimisation test functions.
In the past decades, an immense number of these test functions has been proposed by numerous authors.
The first multi-objective test functions, which found widespread use, were developed by Schaffer [30]. In65
the following years, the test functions became more and more sophisticated to showcase the performance of
the increasingly more efficient algorithms of the time. Notable examples are the test functions developed
by Kursawe [31] and Viennet [32]. Some test functions are based on analytical engineering optimisation
problems, such as those introduced by Deb et al. [33] and Poloni et al. [34]. Later, it was realised that
the numerical performance ought to be scrutinised using more diverse and challenging sets of test problems.70
This led to the development of test suites, such as ZDT [35] and DTLZ [19], which later culminated in yearly
black-box optimisation benchmark challenges [36]. Another field of test function development concentrates on
multi-modal problems [28]. Considering the vast amount of test functions available in literature, only a small
selection can be examined throughout this paper. Hence, the functions featured in the benchmark section of
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this paper are chosen to highlight and discuss specific features of the algorithm. Results on additional test75
functions are given in Appendix B.
To compare the benchmark results of multi-objective optimisers, several methods have been applied in
the literature. These range from a visual inspection of the points on the Pareto frontier [33] to a variety of
performance metrics, which can be grouped into cardinality, accuracy and diversity metrics [37]. Usually,
objective functions in engineering optimisation are numerically very expensive, so the focus is on cardinality-80
based performance assessment. To this end, the yield ratio metric is proposed, which measures the number
of Pareto-optimal solutions in relation to the total number of samples generated in the optimisation run.
Furthermore, the hypervolume metric is employed, which can be regarded as a combined accuracy and
diversity metric [38, 39, 40].
Ultimately, the most important aspect of verifying an engineering optimisation algorithm is the actual85
application to real engineering problems. To this end, two structural dynamics problems are solved using the
proposed method as well as the benchmark algorithm NSGA2. The first problem considers the identification
of the dynamic transfer function of a floor slab in a timber building. The second problem demonstrates the
use of multi-objective optimisation in vibration-based damage localisation of a steel girder mast via finite
element model updating.90
2. Single-objective Global Pattern Search algorithm
This paper presents a multi-objective extension of the deterministic Global Pattern Search (GPS) al-
gorithm. The concept and numerical properties of GPS are summarised in this section. A more detailed
description of the single-objective algorithm can be found in a previously published article [29]. For this
purpose, the bounded, unconstrained, non-linear and derivative-free optimisation problem is defined95
minimise f(x) for x ∈ Rn, (1)
where f is the objective function and x is comprised of n design variables. Further, the design variable space
is defined by the volume of a hypercube
xlb ≤ x ≤ xub, (2)
where xlb and xub are the lower and upper bounding vectors, respectively.
The basis of the Global Pattern Search algorithm is the classical Pattern Search approach [41]. As their
names suggest, a search pattern is employed by this class of algorithms in order to generate new sampling100
locations. This pattern is created by performing a one-at-a-time permutation around a base vector b using
























Figure 1: Sampling pattern of the pattern search approach in two dimensions.
To produce a global optimiser using this scheme, more than one base vector is employed in each iteration.
These base vectors are determined in each iteration by sorting all previously sampled points according to their105
objective values and selecting the points with the lowest objective values. The number of points selected
as base vectors in each iteration is the only parameter of the GPS algorithm and is denoted as T . The
parameter T therefore determines the number of simultaneously tracked globally best points. This major
change with regard to Pattern Search yields an effective non-linear global optimisation algorithm. T can be
interpreted much like the population size in an evolutionary algorithm, since it controls the diversity of the110
search pattern. For a setting of T = 1 the algorithm tracks only the best point. This means that it behaves
like the local Pattern Search algorithm and converges locally. Thus, using T = 1, only convex objective
functions can be reliably optimised. Higher values of T lead to increasingly more global exploration of the
design space. Hence, for T > 1, problems with multiple local minima can be solved. The minimum value
of T , which leads to global convergence for a specific problem, is dependent on the topology of the specific115
objective function.
The GPS algorithm is initialised by using the centre of the design space as the first sampling point. The
step width vector w is initially set to half the size of the design variable domain. Therefore, the samples
subsequently obtained using the axis-aligned search pattern are located on the borders of the design space.
During the further course of the optimisation run, the step width is successively halved. Hence, the search120
pattern implicitly defines a grid, which all samples are situated on [42]. Through reduction of the step width,
this grid is iteratively refined which leads to increasingly finer resolutions. Exactly halving the step width
also implies that the subdivided grid is compatible with all previous grids. This means that every other point
of the subdivided grid coincides with the previous grid. The step width is controlled by halving it when no
novel samples can be generated by the search pattern. This functionality is enabled by employing a sample125
cache, which memorises past sampling points. The sample cache also increases the efficiency of the algorithm
by discarding sampling points, which have been visited in previous iterations.
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Mathematically, the search pattern is defined as positive and negative variations along the axes of the
design variable space
sj,i = bi + δijwi, sn+j,i = bi − δijwi, (3)
where the indices i and j denote the design variable and sample number, respectively. The Kronecker function
δij is used to denote the one-at-a-time variation. This scheme results in the generation of two samples per
design variable for each base vector, as illustrated in Figure 1. The sampling pattern of the GPS algorithm130
thus resembles a grid, which results from the axis-aligned search pattern.
A numerical example using the Himmelblau test function [43] is shown in Figure 2. The definition of
this test function, as well as all other test functions considered in this paper, is given in Appendix A. The
Himmelblau test function is a multi-modal function with four equal-valued global minima. The objective
value space of this function is illustrated in Figure 2 using contour lines. The samples of the algorithm are135
colour-coded according to the iteration in which they were generated. The initial sample is situated in the
centre of the design variable space and is therefore indicated with a dark blue colour. The samples from
the last iterations of this optimisation run are indicated with red colour and are located near the global
optima of the Himmelblau test function. This analytical example also showcases the regular sampling grid
and its refinement close to the optima of the test function. Another property demonstrated in this example140
is that the GPS algorithm can be used to reliably solve multi-modal optimisation problems, i.e. problems







































Figure 2: Iteration history of the Global Pattern Search algorithm on the Himmelblau test function using T = 20.
A major advantage of the GPS approach is that only one parameter controls the convergence behaviour.
The parameter T defines the number of tracked points and thereby controls the balance between convergence
rate and design variable space exploration. Having only a single parameter means that GPS can be tuned to145
new optimisation tasks without much numerical experimentation. Furthermore, it prevents the emergence of
complicated interactions between parameters.
Another benefit stems from the deterministic nature of the algorithm: Since the grid is independent of
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the parameter choice, samples of previous runs can be reused to speed up the optimisation process of later
runs. This strongly reduces the numerical effort when an increase of the parameter T is deemed necessary in150
a rerun.
3. Multi-objective Global Pattern Search algorithm
In this paper, the design principle of the GPS algorithm is extended to account for multi-objective
problems. This extension is designed to retain the benefits of the grid-based deterministic approach as well
as having only a single parameter. The following subsections introduce parts of the algorithm in more detail155
and point out the extensions with respect to the single-objective algorithm. Finally, the complete pseudo-code
is given.
3.1. Discretisation of the design variable space
Following the ideas of the single-objective Global Pattern Search algorithm [29], the design variable space
is discretised by introducing integer coordinates. The resulting grid is defined using a resolution of 2N , where160
N is only limited by the numerical capabilities of the programming language the algorithm is implemented
in. For this paper, it is set to N = 24. New sampling points are generated in every iteration of the algorithm
based on the coordinates of the T globally best points, as described in Section 2. The sample coordinates s
are generated on the discrete integer grid and transformed onto the continuous design variable space by
xi = xlb,i + si(xub,i − xlb,i) · 2−N . (4)
When the objective function is evaluated for a design variable space coordinate x, the result y = f(x) is165
stored to a cache, which prevents redundant evaluations of the objective function in subsequent iterations of
the algorithm.
3.2. Pareto-optimality
When designing engineering structures, improving the characteristics of one property often results in
degradation of other important properties. By trying to optimise such structures for a specific application,170
conflicting optimisation goals arise inevitably. A prominent example for conflicting goals are cost and lifetime
in design optimisation, where the cheapest design is usually prone to early failure. The most durable design
however may be prohibitively expensive. The motivation for multi-objective optimisation is to find multiple
solutions to such problems, where each solution represents a trade-off between the objectives. In case of design
optimisation, a compromise solution can be obtained, which is durable enough while also being reasonably175
priced. Multi-objective optimisation can be used whenever conflicting goals arise to numerically obtain
trade-off solutions. [44].
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Mathematically, the bounded, unconstrained, non-linear and derivative-free multi-objective optimisation
problem arises
minimise f(x) for f ∈ Rm, x ∈ Rn, (5)
where f is them-dimensional objective function and x comprises n design variables. A sketch of the objective180














Figure 3: Sketch of objective value space in multi-objective optimisation and Pareto dominance.
In this work, we follow the usual definitions for Pareto dominance, i.e. a point x̂ is on the Pareto frontier,
if there exists no point x such that f(x)  f(x̂) [44]. In Figure 3, the points marked by squares constitute
the non-dominated set. The points marked as dominated are Pareto-dominated by several other points and
are therefore not on the Pareto frontier. Simply put, for a two-objective problem this means that there must185
be no point below or to the left of a point on the frontier, as illustrated by the arrows in Figure 3.
3.3. Extension to multi-objective optimisation
The process of identifying the non-dominated set in a set of points is referred to as non-dominated
sorting [44]. This involves the numerical sorting of the objective function values and the application of
the Pareto dominance operator [45]. Due to the high computational cost involved, the optimal algorithmic190
implementation is still an active topic of research [46]. Non-dominated sorting is not only used to identify
the final non-dominated set resulting from an optimisation run, but is also applied as a part of optimisation
algorithms themselves. For instance, the Non-dominated Sorting Genetic Algorithm NSGA2 [3] derives its
name from this feature. NSGA2 also includes the notion of secondary frontiers, which are obtained by
repetitive application of non-dominated sorting. Figure 4 illustrates this concept and shows how a second195
and third frontier emerge in parallel to the primary frontier. Numerically, the second frontier is obtained
by subtracting the non-dominated set from the whole set of points and applying non-dominated sorting to
the remaining subset. This process can be repeated, providing i-th frontiers. These frontiers can contain

















Figure 4: Illustration of secondary frontiers resulting from repeated non-dominated sorting.
The secondary frontiers are employed in the sample generation scheme whenever the first frontier does200
not contain enough samples to account for the minimum number required by the algorithm. For instance,
NSGA2 requires twice as many samples as its population size for its sample generation [2]. As evolutionary
algorithms like NSGA2 are designed to maintain a constant population size, the case may arise where not
all points on an i-th frontier can be included in the determination of the next sample generation. Thus, a
mechanism of reducing the number of points on a frontier has to be employed. In case of NSGA2, this is205
achieved by using a crowding distance metric. However, taking only a subset of points into account may
lead to a statistical bias and thus to a non-uniform coverage of the design variable space. To circumvent this
issue, the proposed deterministic multi-objective GPS algorithm takes the frontiers into account as a whole.
Due to the varying numbers of samples on the i-th frontiers, this leads to a varying number of points being
tracked in each iteration of the algorithm. Hence, the proposed deterministic multi-objective algorithm does210
not simultaneously track a constant number of globally best solutions. Instead, it tracks at least T globally
best solutions from the objective function space. This set of tracked samples from the objective space are
referred to as ’hall of fame’ in the following.
The updating scheme for the ’hall of fame’ of the proposed MOGPS is shown schematically in Figure
5. In this plot, the set of points sampled in all previous iterations is referred to as Y , with |Y | indicating215
the number of samples contained in it. This set is split using repetitive non-dominated sorting to yield the
primary and several secondary frontiers, as indicated by division lines in Figure 5. Hence, the cumulative
number of samples in the i-th frontiers is |Y |. The parameter T is then used to decide how many frontiers
are used to populate the ’hall of fame’ h. In the example shown in Figure 5, the first, second and third
frontiers are included in the ’hall of fame’, since the first and second frontiers alone would include less than220
T samples.
The design of the ’hall of fame’ updating scheme comes with the benefit of not needing an algorithm for
the reduction of points on a frontier, as is the case for evolutionary algorithms like NSGA2. Further, the
variable number of tracked globally best solutions represents a contrast to the single-objective GPS algorithm.














Figure 5: Illustration of the ’hall of fame’ updating scheme based on non-dominated sorting and the parameter T .
that the whole primary frontier is always tracked. In late iterations of an optimisation run, this can lead to
several thousand points being tracked simultaneously. When compared to tracking only a constant number
of globally best solutions, as is the case for evolutionary algorithms including NSGA2, this has a positive
effect: Since especially samples near the primary frontier are used as the base vectors in every iteration,
virtually all new samples will eventually be situated on the frontier. This leads to a very high percentage of230
non-dominated samples in late iterations of the MOGPS algorithm, which is demonstrated analysis of the
yield ratio metric in Section 4.
There is however a downside inherent to grid-based multi-objective approaches in general: For highly
non-linear problems, the grid-based sampling in the design variable space can lead to a highly non-uniform
resolution of the resulting non-dominated set, since the non-linearity distorts the sampling grid.235
3.4. Details of the algorithm
The procedure for the ’hall of fame’ update is shown as a pseudo-code in Algorithm 1. In the proposed
algorithm, the updated ’hall of fame’ indices ĥ are initialised with an empty set and then iteratively filled
using the matrix of previously sampled points Y . In this iterative update, a set e is computed which excludes
the indices to all points already belonging to ĥ. Using the set e, non-dominated sorting is applied and the240
resulting frontier is added to ĥ. This process is repeated until at least T indices are stored in ĥ or ĥ includes
all previously sampled points contained in Y . The latter case represents the stop criterion for the first few
iterations of the algorithm.
Algorithm 1 Update the ’hall of fame’
ĥ← ∅
while |ĥ| < T ∧ |ĥ| < |Y | do
e← {j : j ∈ [1..|Y |] , j /∈ ĥ} {Exclude hall of fame}
ĥ← ĥ ∪ nonDominatedSort(Ye) {Add non-dominated set to hall of fame.}
end while
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The multi-objective Global Pattern Search scheme is shown in Algorithm 2. As in the single-objective
GPS, the caching scheme works with integer coordinates while the evaluation of the objective function takes245
place in Rn. The ’hall of fame’ h comprises indices of the sample cache instead of coordinates to facilitate
the set operations needed for the ’hall of fame’ update.
Algorithm 2 Multi-objective Global Pattern Search
wi ← 2N−1 {Initialise step width vector}
S ← (w), h← (1) {Initialise sample cache and ’hall of fame’}
loop
bk ← S(hk) {Get base coordinates using ’hall of fame’}
for k = 1 to |h| do
Generate 2n sampling coordinates sj for bk
Clamp sampling coordinates sj to design variable space [0, 2N ]
Deduplicate sj using cache, calculate xj from sj
yj ← f(xj) {Sampling}
Update cache S and objective value matrix Y
end for
ĥ← updateHallOfFame()




if every wi is 1 then
break loop
end if
wmax ← wmax\2 {Reduce largest step width using truncating division}
end loop
During run-time, the algorithm needs to store the coordinates of every sampled point as well as the corre-
sponding objective function values. This is facilitated by the matrices S, containing the integer coordinates
sj , and Y , containing the objective function vectors yj , respectively. The sample coordinates are needed to250
deduplicate samples, while the objective function values are needed for non-dominated sorting.
When using the MOGPS algorithm on a single-objective problem, non-dominated sorting becomes equiv-
alent to linear sorting and the ’hall of fame’ update thus becomes identical to that of the single-objective GPS
algorithm. This means that the single-objective algorithm is a subset of the multi-objective method. There-
fore, the proposed MOGPS can be regarded as a multi-objective generalisation of GPS. Further, since the255
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number of samples generated in each iteration is even larger than in the single-objective case, the algorithm
is ideally suited for parallel computing.
4. Benchmarks
In this section, the MOGPS algorithm is numerically compared to the benchmark algorithm NSGA2 by
means of analytical optimisation test functions. The objective of this section is to verify that the numerical260
performance of the proposed MOGPS method is appropriate for practical engineering optimisation tasks. The
focus is on discussing various characteristics of the considered algorithms on the basis of different kinds of
optimisation problems rather than proving superior numerical properties. NSGA2 is chosen as the benchmark
algorithm because it is arguably the most successful derivative-free multi-objective optimiser to date. Despite
its age of 20 years, NSGA2 is still among the most efficient methods [16].265
In the following, the performance and convergence properties of the proposed optimisation algorithm are
discussed using three test functions: the Poloni [34], the Kursawe [31] and the Two-on-one [47] test function.
Due to the prevalence of meta-heuristic approaches, most test problems are not designed with grid-based
approaches in mind. Since grid-based approaches generate sample points on the boundaries and along the
axes of the design variable space in early stages of the optimisation run, they are very likely to converge on270
optima in these regions. In essence, this means that grid-based approaches have an unfair advantage when
applied to optimisation problems with optimal regions on the boundaries or axes. The analytical optimisation
test functions featured in this section were chosen for detailed analysis, because the optimal solutions of these
problems are mostly situated neither directly on boundaries nor aligned to the axes. This helps to reduce
possible bias effects introduced by the test functions themselves when considering the grid-based MOGPS275
algorithm. The popular ZDT benchmark problems by Zitzler et al. [35] have axis-aligned optimal regions
on the boundaries and are therefore deliberately not discussed in detail due to said bias issue. Nonetheless,
results for ZDT as well as additional test problems are reported in Appendix B.
The scope of this benchmark is additionally limited to unconstrained optimisation, since constraint han-
dling involves aspects beyond the scope of the optimisation approach itself. The restriction to unconstrained280
problems thus enables a ’fair’ comparison between algorithms, because the performance on constrained prob-
lems strongly depends on the settings and type of the employed constraint handling technique. However, a
prototype version of the MOGPS algorithm has successfully been applied to a practical constrained engineer-
ing problem by Berger et al. [48]. Further, the engineering example described in Section 5.2 also incorporates
an inequality constraint.285
4.1. Quality metrics
The results of the benchmark runs are assessed on the basis of numerical quality metrics. These metrics
are chosen for the comparison of the numerical performance with respect to the total number of samples as
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well as the volume of the dominated objective function space. This approach is motivated by engineering
optimisations with numerically expensive objective functions like finite element calculations. In such optimi-290
sation problems, the computing time is proportional to the number of calculated samples and optimisers thus
have to be assessed accordingly. To this end, two quality metrics are employed: the hypervolume metric,
which measures the dominated objective function space and the yield ratio, which measures the ratio of
non-dominated samples generated by the algorithm.
The hypervolume metric is used extensively in literature [39, 40, 37] and evaluates the dominated hyper-295




{y′ | y ≺ y′ ≺ yref}
 , (6)
where Λ denotes the Lebesgue measure, Y is the set of evaluated objective function vectors and yref is a
reference point, which has to be dominated by all points on the Pareto frontier. Equation 6 essentially
describes the space enclosed between the non-dominated points generated by the algorithm and the fixed
reference point. Because the reference point has to be dominated by all points, a higher hypervolume metric300
indicates a better approximation of the Pareto frontier. The maximum value depends on the geometry of the
Pareto frontier associated with the optimisation problem as well as on the chosen reference point. Since the
hypervolume metric is based on the dominated space, it is influenced by the Pareto-optimality of individual
points as well as the resolution of the frontier.
Further, the yield ratio is proposed as a measure of the efficiency in finding non-dominated points305
YR ≡ number of non-dominated samples
number of total samples
=
|{ŷ ∈ Y | @ y ∈ Y : y  ŷ}|
|Y |
, (7)
where |Y | denotes the cardinality of the set Y . This concept is similar to other cardinality-based metrics,
including the comparative metrics Ratio of Non-dominated Individuals [37, 49, 50] as well as the Set Coverage
Metric [35]. A similarly motivated intrinsic metric is the Overall Non-dominated Vector Generation Ratio
[51]. Yield ratios are defined in the range [0, 1], where low values indicate poor performance in terms of finding
non-dominated points. Contrarily, the value 1 resembles an ideal solution to the optimisation problem, in310
which every sample is also a non-dominated solution. Thus, a high yield ratio indicates that the algorithm
efficiently uses samples to improve the resolution of the non-dominated set. A theoretical perfect algorithm
would therefore maximise the hypervolume metric while achieving a yield ratio of 1.
4.2. Poloni test function
The Figures 6 and 7 show results obtained with MOGPS for the Poloni test function. The definition of315
this function is given in Appendix A. The algorithm is parameterised using T = 16 and terminated after 500
objective function evaluations. The figures display all samples generated in the optimisation run as well as
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the final non-dominated set frontier. The frontier is highlighted using a colour gradient based on the first
objective value to provide a mapping between the objective and the design variable space.









































Figure 6: Objective value space obtained using MOGPS,
showing all samples (black dots) and the final non-
dominated set using a colour bar with respect to objective
value 1.











































Figure 7: Design variable space and sampling pattern for
the Poloni test function obtained using MOGPS. Colour
bar same as Figure 6.
The sampling pattern displayed in Figure 7 reflects the grid-based and self-similar search pattern of the320
proposed algorithm. The plot demonstrates a good balance between global sampling and a strong convergence
near the Pareto-optimal areas. Regarding the objective value space shown in Figure 6, the concentration of
sampling points near the Pareto frontier is evident. This behaviour enables the achievement of a high yield
ratio.
In order to compare the performance and convergence properties of the MOGPS algorithm to NSGA2, the325
dependencies of the yield ratio and the hypervolume metric on the number of objective function evaluations
are evaluated for different parameter sets for the value T and the population size, respectively. The results
are shown in Figure 8. For this comparison, the benchmark algorithm NSGA2 is run with the mutation
probability pmut = n−1 and the crossover probability pcross = 0.9, as suggested by the original authors [3].
The simulated binary crossover distribution parameters are set to ηc = 10 and ηm = 10. To account for the330
metaheuristic nature of NSGA2, the results are averaged over 10 optimisation runs.
Figure 8 a) shows the trend of the hypervolume indicator over the number of objective function evaluations
for both algorithms and different settings. The hypervolume indicator is plotted using logarithmic scaling and
is normalised using the maximum hypervolume achieved in all runs. The horizontal trends of the hypervolume
metric for T = 1 and for pop = 8 indicate local convergence. This occurs because parts of the frontier are not335
discovered and the algorithms thus concentrate on only one part of the frontier. Higher settings for T and
pop lead to a higher global coverage of the design variable space, which may result in the recovery of more


















































Figure 8: Evolution of a) the hypervolume metric and b) the yield ratio over the number of objective function evaluations on
the Poloni test function for different parameter sets for MOGPS and NSGA2.
evaluated with the reference point (20|30) in the objective value space, leading to max(HV) ≈ 536.09. This
maximum value corresponds to the origin of the ordinate of Figure 8 a). Except for the two aforementioned340
parameter settings, both algorithms continually converge towards the Pareto frontier, which is evident from
the continually increasing hypervolume metric.
Figure 8 b) shows the evolution of the yield ratio metric over the course of the optimisation runs. The
cases T = 1 and pop = 8 exhibit a high yield ratio metric, however they have been identified as locally
convergent using Figure 8 a) and can therefore be disregarded. In general, the proposed MOGPS algorithm345
is able to consistently improve the yield ratio over the course of an optimisation run. Low settings of T lead
to high yield ratios early in the optimisation run. As the algorithm becomes increasingly more local for lower
T , this behaviour is expected. The reason for the convergence of the yield ratios of the runs with T > 1 is
that the number of non-dominated samples increases for high numbers of objective function evaluations. As
the ’hall of fame’ is always populated with the non-dominated samples, the included globally best solutions350
become identical for high numbers of objective function evaluations, as discussed in Section 3.3. In contrast,
the NSGA2 runs exhibit peaks in the yield ratio, where the corresponding number of objective function
evaluations depend on the chosen population sizes: Lower population sizes are suitable for optimisation
runs with few objective function evaluations, whereas higher settings lead to a more global coverage of the
design variable space. The yield ratios of NSGA2 eventually converge once the whole population is located355
in Pareto-optimal areas of the design variable space.
Concerning the spread of non-dominated samples, MOGPS by design cannot provide uniform distances
in the objective value space. An example for this behaviour is shown in Figure 9. This plot focuses on the
lower part of the Pareto frontier shown in Figure 6. The Pareto frontier is shown in a cyan colour and the
non-dominated points obtained with a run of the MOGPS algorithms are shown in magenta. In this plot, the360
non-dominated samples are positioned on a stepped pattern. This behaviour is the result of the grid-based
15
approach, where the samples are uniformly distributed in the design variable space. Due to the non-linear
nature of the Poloni test function, the grid-like sampling of the design variable space is distorted when it is
transformed to the objective value space. This results in non-uniform distributions, which also vary along
the Pareto frontier.365

























Figure 9: Part of the objective value space of the Poloni
test function showing the distribution of samples obtained
with MOGPS using T = 16 and 500 evaluations.

























Figure 10: Part of the objective value space of the Poloni
test function showing the distribution of samples obtained
with NSGA2 using pop = 32 and 500 evaluations.
A practical mitigation of the non-uniform coverage issue is not easily achievable for MOGPS, since a reg-
ularisation of the design variable space would be necessary, which requires prior knowledge of the underlying
problem. Deb [44] also discussed the biasing problems associated with non-uniform objective functions. His
solution to this issue was the design of an explicit crowding distance metric for NSGA2. This results in an
unbiased and undistorted distribution of the non-dominated points, as depicted in Figure 10.370
Due to the positioning of the Pareto optimal areas, the Poloni test function is ideally suited to additionally
discuss the issue of local convergence. The trend of the hypervolume metric shown in Figure 8 indicates local
convergence for T = 1. The same behaviour is observed when NSGA2 is run with the insufficiently small
population size pop = 8. Hence, a setting of T = 1 is used to investigate the local convergence phenomenon
for MOGPS. Figure 11 displays the resulting objective value space of the Poloni function. In this case, the375
algorithm fails to discover the upper part of the Pareto frontier.
This convergence behaviour is caused by a failure to track sampling points close to the position of the
upper section of the Pareto frontier in the first few iterations. Figure 12 shows the corresponding design
variable space. Due to the initially small size of the ’hall of fame’, the algorithm converges rapidly without
much global exploration. This in turn means that the algorithm entirely misses the part of the Pareto frontier380
close to x = [1 2]T and thus converges locally. In contrast, by choosing a sufficiently high value for T , global
convergence is achieved, as demonstrated in Figure 7. As is the case for the population size parameter in
NSGA, some numerical experimentation or experience is required in order to determine the minimum setting
16























Figure 11: Objective value space of the Poloni test func-
tion obtained with MOGPS using T = 1 and 500 evalua-
tions.























Figure 12: Design variable space of the Poloni test func-
tion obtained with MOGPS using T = 1 and 500 evalua-
tions.
for T , which leads to global convergence.
4.3. Kursawe test function385
The performance is additionally examined on the three-variable optimisation problem by Kursawe [31],
as defined in Appendix A. Figure 13 displays the non-dominated set obtained using the proposed MOGPS
algorithm. The frontier is discovered very well, whereby 3000 objective function evaluations and T = 16
were considered. In the corresponding design variable space, depicted in Figure 14, it is noticeable that the
optimal lines, areas and volumes, which belong to the parts of the Pareto frontier, are rendered with high390
fidelity.









































Figure 13: Objective value space, showing all samples (black dots) and the final non-dominated set (colour bar w.r.t objective
1) obtained using MOGPS for the Kursawe test function.
Again, the results are compared to those obtained with the implementation of NSGA2. This comparison
17
Figure 14: Design space and sampling pattern obtained using MOGPS for the Kursawe test function. Colour bar same as Figure
13.
is illustrated in Figure 15. The hypervolume metric is evaluated with the reference point (−15|5) in the
objective value space, leading to max(HV) ≈ 44.72. Again, the ordinate of 15 a) is normalised using the
maximum hypervolume metric achieved by all runs to allow for a logarithmic scale plot. In case of the395
Kursawe test function, a setting of T = 1 does not lead to local convergence and thus provides the highest
numerical performance in both metrics. The number of objective function evaluations is indicated using a
logarithmic scale on the abscissa of Figures 15 a) and b). The MOGPS approach performs similar to NSGA2
for low numbers of objective function evaluations and becomes more efficient in both performance metrics
after approximately 3000 evaluations. Regarding the yield ratio metric, MOGPS performs significantly better400















































Figure 15: Evolution of a) the hypervolume metric and b) the yield ratio over the number of objective function evaluations on
the Kursawe test function for different parameter sets.
The Kursawe test function is used to demonstrate the added complexity associated with additional pa-
rameters in meta-heuristic optimisation algorithms like the considered NSGA2 algorithm. A population size
18
of 64 is used, as it leads to a good performance in terms of the hypervolume metric as well as the yield ratio
metric, as shown in Figure 15. For the purpose of this demonstration, a parametric study is conducted for405
one of the five parameters of the NSGA2 algorithm: The crossover probability pcross is varied using incre-
ments of 0.1. Figure 16 shows the evolution of the performance metrics over the number of objective function
evaluations. The hypervolume metric shows that the best convergence is achieved when choosing pcross = 1.
The yield ratio shows that low values of pcross lead to higher percentages of non-dominated points. Therefore,
































































Figure 16: Evolution of a) the hypervolume metric and b) the yield ratio of NSGA2 over the number of objective function
evaluations on the Kursawe test function for different settings of the crossover probability.
However, the effect of parameter settings on the algorithms performance is strongly dependent on the
optimisation problem. Further, the sensitivity of each individual parameter also depends on the settings
of every other parameter. For novel optimisation problems with no prior knowledge of the solutions, the
performance will thus always be sub-optimal. This issue is amplified further, the more parameters an algo-415
rithm has. Hence, optimisation algorithms intended for numerically expensive engineering problems should
be designed in a way that a minimal number of algorithm parameters need to be tuned.
The proposed MOGPS method has only the parameter T which controls the optimisation process. This
means that just this parameter needs to be tuned to the optimisation problem at hand and no consideration
has to be given to possible interactions with other parameters. Thus, it is especially well suited for computa-420
tionally demanding engineering optimisation problems like finite element model updating, where numerical
experimentation with parameter settings would be very time-consuming.
4.4. Two-on-one test function
The Two-on-one test function was designed by Preuss et al. [47] to test the behaviour of multi-objective
optimisation algorithms on multi-modal problems and is defined in Appendix A. As in single-objective op-425
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timisation, multi-modal multi-objective problems have two or more regions in the design space which map
onto the same objective function values. Preuss et al. came to the conlusion that the tested algorithms were
not capable of properly handling multi-modal problems. Recently, evolutionary multi-objective algorithms
were retrofitted with special subroutines in order to tackle these issues [28]. However, these come at the cost
of additional algorithmic complexity and are beyond the scope of this paper.430
For the sake of consistency, NSGA2 is used on this analytic test function even though it is not designed to
handle multi-modal problems. This serves to showcase the difficulties that most unmodified multi-objective
optimisers encounter when solving problems of this kind. The samples in the design variable space resulting
from runs of NSGA2 and MOGPS are shown in Figures 17 and 18, respectively.







































Figure 17: Design space and sampling pattern for the
Two-on-one test function obtained using NSGA2.








































Figure 18: Design space and sampling pattern for the
Two-on-one test function obtained using MOGPS.
In both instances, the algorithms are given a limit of 2000 objective function evaluations. MOGPS is435
run with T = 16, while NSGA2 is run with a population size of 64, a crossover probability of 0.9 and a
mutation probability of 0.5. As evident from the plots, NSGA2 has a sub-optimal convergence behaviour and
hits Pareto optimal areas only sporadically. In contrast, The MOGPS algorithm exhibits a clear convergence
towards the optimal areas and produces a uniform coverage. This multi-modal capability is inherited from
the single-objective GPS method, as explained in Section 2. The ability to solve multi-modal problems440
without modifications to the algorithm is however related to the specific implementation of the Pareto sorting
algorithm. Measures need to be in place to make sure that duplicate points in the non-dominated set are not
deduplicated. Otherwise, convergence only occurs on one of the multi-modal frontiers since samples related
to the other ones are disregarded.
5. Engineering examples445
Benchmark test functions and numerical comparisons to other algorithms are a valuable tools to verify
optimisation methods. But, after all, optimisation algorithms are applied in practice to solve non-linear
20
engineering problems. In this section, two practical problems from the field of structural dynamics are
solved using both the proposed MOGPS method and NSGA2. The first example is about the identification
of transfer functions for a floor slab in a timber building. The second example demonstrates the usage of450
multi-objective optimisation in vibration-based damage localisation using finite element analysis.
In addition to the rather brief practical examples reported in this paper, a prototype version of the
MOGPS algorithm has been employed for more advanced optimisation tasks. Berger et al. [48] used it for
the design optimisation of aero turbine repairs and Haldar et al. [52] applied it to the design optimisation of
a bistable laminate actuator.455
5.1. Transfer function identification for a floor slab
In the structural dynamics of buildings, the identification of transfer functions is an important task,
since vibration amplitudes can become critical when resonant excitation occurs. In this example, a slab of
a building constructed from cross-laminated timber is considered, which was subjected to dynamic testing
as depicted in Figure 19. The vibration measurements of one of the building floors is carried out using a460
modal hammer, which enables recording the hammer force, as shown in Figure 20. The vibration response of
the building floor is measured using geophones. The impulse response displayed in Figure 21 suggests, that
the floor vibration is dominated by two frequencies: A low frequency component with a low modal damping
as well as a higher frequency component, which quickly decays. Physically, these two frequencies can be









Figure 19: Sketch of the design of the timber slab and the dynamic experimental setup.
A two-objective optimisation is applied to identify the eigenfrequency, the damping and the amplification
of the two modes. The objectives are the Root Mean Square (RMS) error of the time series and the peak
amplitude error. On the one hand, a low RMS error indicates a good fit of amplitudes, eigenfrequencies
and damping. The accurate prediction of the peak amplitude on the other hand is important for vibration
prognosis, since this value is frequently used as the basis of comfort assessments. Because transfer functions470
with a low RMS error tend to underestimate the peak amplitude and vice versa, the two objectives are
conflicting and thus usually cannot be satisfied at once.
21












Figure 20: Time series of hammer force measurement.













Figure 21: Time series of measured floor response.
Using discrete time filters, a mechanical system consisting of two damped harmonic oscillators is modelled.
The oscillators are both excited by the input signal and the sum of their outputs is used as the prediction of








where k denotes the index of the oscillator and f0k and Dk are the eigenfrequencies and critical damping
fractions, respectively. This model is discretised using time increments of T by applying a matched z-
transformation to obtain the poles of the discrete time model
z1k = e
s1kT , z2k = es2kT (9)
The z-transformed poles can be inserted into the discrete time transfer functions
Gk(z) =
1− z
(z − z1k)(z − z2k)
, (10)
G(z) = β (αG1(z) + (1− α)G2(z)), (11)
where Gk(z) denotes the transfer function of the individual oscillators with force as the input and velocity480
as the output. G(z) is the combined transfer function with both oscillators connected in parallel, where β is
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Table 1: Design variables for the transfer function and their permissible range.
Design variable Unit Minimum Maximum
β - 3 30
α - 0 1
f01 Hz 10 30
f02 Hz 40 80
D1 % 0.5 10
D2 % 5 50
the total amplitude factor and α is a weighting factor for the individual harmonic oscillators. This discrete
transfer function is applied to the hammer force time series using a Direct-Form-II infinite impulse response
filter implementation [53]
v(z) = G(z) F (z), (12)
where F (z) denotes the hammer force and v(z) denotes the floor velocity calculated by the model. The filter485
output time series v[i] is compared to the measured floor velocity signal vmeas[i]. The two objectives RMS





















log(β) α log(f01) log(f02) log(D1) log(D2)
]T
, (14)
where most of the variables are logarithmised as a means of regularisation of the design variable space. The490
ranges of the variables are stated in Table 1.
The optimisation is run with 10 000 objective function evaluations using both MOGPS and NSGA2. The
parameters are set to T = 16 for MOGPS and to a population size of 64 for NSGA2. The Pareto frontier
resulting from these runs are compared in Figure 22. Taking all samples on the Pareto frontier into account,
the results for the eigenfrequency and damping are used to visualise the identified system parameters, as shown495
in Figure 23. Both algorithms retrieve a high-resolution Pareto frontier and identify the modal parameters in
similar ranges. The results of MOGPS exhibit less stochastic variation in the objective space when compared
to NSGA2, which is due to its deterministic nature.
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Figure 22: Non-dominated points resulting from dynamic
parameter identification from floor slab measurement us-
ing NSGA2 and MOGPS.























Figure 23: Identified eigenfrequencies and damping ratios
for the first and second eigenmodes.
The spread in Figure 23 can be interpreted as uncertainty in the identification, where the first eigenmode
is identified with higher certainty than the second one. While the scatter of the frequencies is low, the500
uncertainty of the damping ratio is significant. This finding coincides with an uncertainty quantification that
was carried out based on the Bayesian method developed by Siu-Kui Au [54] using the same measurement
data. However, a detailed analysis of the uncertainty is beyond the scope of this work.
5.2. Damage localisation on a girder mast structure
Structural health monitoring is another field where the usage of multi-objective optimisation can be505
advantageous. In this example, the MOGPS algorithm is applied to the finite element model updating of
a girder mast structure. The mast is 9m tall, made of construction steel and situated in an outdoor test
facility illustrated in Figure 24. The structure is dynamically excited by environmental conditions and the
structural acceleration is measured using 18 piezoelectric accelerometers situated on the nine measurement
levels shown in Figure 25.510
A structural damage was introduced by cutting the braces in the second bay of the structure, as also
indicated in Figure 25. The modal parameters of the structure are identified by applying the frequency
domain decomposition method [55] on 10-minute data sets. One of the data sets was recorded before the
damage event and the other one thereafter. The data sets are chosen so that the vibration amplitudes
as well as the material temperature are roughly the same. This way, data contamination due to differing515
environmental conditions is prevented. The identified modes shapes and eigenfrequencies are shown in Figure
26 for the undamaged and the damaged data sets, respectively.
The model updating is performed using a finite element model of the girder mast structure, in which
the legs and braces are modelled using first-order beam elements. Materials and cross-sections are assigned
according to the as-measured dimensions of the structure. The modal analysis of the model is carried out520
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Figure 24: Photograph of girder mast structure.
Damage
Figure 25: Sketch of structure and damage location.
using the finite element solver Abaqus. The resulting mode shapes for the undamaged structure resemble
the measured mode shapes, as shown in in Figure 27.
A damage distribution function is employed to control the structural stiffness of the model [56, 57].
The optimisation problem is set up to modify the distribution function and match the simulation results
to the measured structural behaviour. This damage distribution function is a Gaussian distribution and525













































Figure 26: Mode shapes and eigenfrequencies identified from measurement data for the structure shown in Figures 24 and 25.













Figure 27: Finite element results for mode shapes and eigenfrequencies of the undamaged state.
where µ is the centre of the damage, D is the damage intensity and σ describes the standard deviation of
the damage distribution. These parameters are then used to prescribe the stiffness scaling factors θi for each
bay of the structure
θi(x) = 1−




where i denotes the index of the bay, ri is the bay’s height above ground and F is a truncated Gaussian530
cumulative distribution function. The stiffness scaling factors θi are used to scale the elastic modulus of the
respective bays prior to the modal analysis of the model. Even though the actual damage was introduced
only to the braces, the stiffness scaling is applied to the legs as well in each bay of the model. This is done
to obtain a more realistic scenario, where it is not known in advance if the damage occurred in a brace or in
a leg. By applying the stiffness scaling to the whole bay, the model updating method can therefore be made535
sensitive to damages both in the braces and the legs.
The vibration modes taken into account in the model updating procedure are chosen to achieve a high
damage sensitivity. As Figure 26 indicates, the second and third bending modes as well as the first torsion
mode change significantly due to the damage. In contrast, the first bending mode exhibits a very low damage
sensitivity and is thus not used in the updating. To utilise the full information contained in the modal540
parameters, the mode shapes as well as the eigenfrequencies are used for the updating. This is facilitated by
computing the difference between the modal parameters of the reference state and the damaged state. The
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k=1 |(mS1,k(x)−mS0,k)− (mM1,k −mM0,k)|
2
 , (17)
where εf is the eigenfrequency error and εm is the mode shape error. The eigenfrequencies f and mode shape
vectors m are denoted with a subscript (·)S for simulated and (·)M for measured data. The subscript (·)0545
refers to the undamaged state, while (·)1 refers to the damaged state. The design variables only influence
the simulation results for the damaged case, while all other terms of Equation 17 remain constant during
the optimisation run. The mode shapes used to compute εm are normalised, similar to the approach of the
enhanced COMAC metric [58].
In previous works on model updating, the mode shape and eigenfrequency error metrics are frequently550
weighted and summed up to yield a compound metric [59]. However, the weighting factors which yield
the best model updating result are unknown prior to the optimisation run. The error metrics can also be
weighted equally [60], but this assumption may lead to sub-optimal identification results. The application
of multi-objective optimisation can remove this shortcoming [61], since both error metrics can be solved
for simultaneously. In fact, the Pareto frontier resulting from the multi-objective formulation contains the555
optimal solutions for all conceivable weighting factor combinations. The multi-objective approach thus gives
additional information about the uncertainty of the localisation and thus represents a contrast to a single-
objective optimisation where only a single solution results from the optimisation without any additional
information.
Since the value range of the stiffness scaling factors is not restricted to positive values by Equation 16, it560
is possible that negative θi values may arise for low values of σ. However, negative stiffness values would lead
to meaningless finite element results. To avoid this issue, all models with negative stiffness values are rejected
prior to finite element calculation. Since this approach creates a discontinuity in the objective function, a
constraint is added in order to soften this discontinuity. Therefore, the minimum stiffness scaling factor is
used to formulate an inequality constraint, which acts to restrict values below 15% of the original stiffness.565


















The constraint is enforced using the exterior linear penalty method [62]. The resulting penalty term is applied
equally to both objective function values.
The MOGPS and NSGA2 algorithms are run with 2000 objective function evaluations using T = 16 and
a population size of 64, respectively. The resulting non-dominated solutions are shown in Figure 28. In this570
plot, the NSGA2 results are shown as black circles, while the MOGPS results are colour-coded according to
εf . Both algorithms converge to similar solutions, with MOGPS achieving a higher resolution since it is able
to find more non-dominated points.















Figure 28: Pareto frontier of the multi-objective model updating problem.
The non-dominated points identified by the algorithms can also be illustrated by the stiffness scaling
factors associated with the corresponding design variables. Figure 29 shows the distributions with a colour575
coding based on the eigenfrequency error εf . In this figure, the distributions belonging to the lowest εf
(i.e. red colour) indicate a damage at the root of the structure. The distributions with the highest εf (i.e.
purple colour) point to a damage at a height of approximately 1m. The most accurate damage localisation is
produced by solutions belonging to εf ≈ 0.04 (i.e. yellow colour), which place the centre of the distribution
in the bay where the damage actually occurred as indicated in Figure 29 by the dashed lines.580
The use of multi-objective optimisation in this example enables a comprehensible insight into the most
probable damage distributions of the structure. The assessment of the stiffness distribution functions in
Figure 29 shows that no matter how the eigenfrequency and mode shape errors are weighted, the damage
is always identified close to the base of the structure. This means that the multi-objective model updating
approach achieves a high confidence in terms of damage localisation. Further, the MOGPS algorithm exhibits585
favourable performance in this practical example as it is able to provide a high-resolution Pareto frontier.
The NSGA2 algorithm is also able to converge to the Pareto frontier but cannot achieve the fine resolution
















































Figure 29: Stiffness scaling factors computed for the Pareto frontier. MOGPS results shown in panel a) and NSGA2 results
shown in panel b). Position of experimentally damaged bay indicated with dashed lines.
6. Summary and outlook
This paper presented a novel deterministic multi-objective optimisation algorithm based on the Global590
Pattern Search approach. The algorithm lends itself to practical engineering optimisation problems due to
its numerical performance and because it has only one control parameter. The approach was evaluated using
analytical test functions as well as practical engineering examples.
Considering the three analytical test functions discussed in section 4, the efficiency of the proposed
multi-objective extension of the Global Pattern Search approach is conclusively demonstrated. An in-depth595
comparison of the performance of the proposed method to the benchmark algorithm NSGA2 was conducted.
It is shown in detail, that the proposed MOGPS algorithm performs similar to NSGA2 and, depending on
the circumstances, even outperforms it. Additional results on more analytical test problems are reported in
the supplementary data, which support and supplement the results discussed in Section 4.
The numerical results for the yield ratio metric indicate that the MOGPS algorithm is able to increase the600
ratio of non-dominated points with respect to the number of objective function evaluations. The proposed
algorithm should thus be preferred, when a high resolution of Pareto-optimal solutions is sought. For very
low numbers of evaluations, random-number based algorithms such as NSGA2 are more appropriate, because
stochastic sampling generates more non-dominated solutions early in the optimisation run.
As shown in section 5, MOGPS performs well when applied to engineering problems. Two examples605
are discussed, in which the practical utility of the proposed method is examined and compared to NSGA2.
In both examples, NSGA2 produced satisfactory results, however MOGPS consistently achieved a higher
quality, which was reflected in the high-resolution Pareto frontiers obtained. This is expected to be the case
for most practical applications, since the single control parameter of MOGPS makes it easier to achieve good
results when compared to other algorithms which require problem-specific tuning of multiple interdependent610
29
parameters.
A topic not covered in this work is the usage of alternative sampling patterns. The grids proposed by
Belitz and Bewley [42] may be used to further increase the efficiency when solving high-dimensional problems.
Future research will focus on the benefits and downsides associated with the incorporation of such patterns.
Taking into account the results obtained in this work, we conclude that the seldom used deterministic615
approaches for multi-objective optimisation tasks are a viable alternative for engineering problems.
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Appendix A. Test functions
Appendix A.1. Himmelblau function785











Appendix A.2. Poloni function
f(x) =
[1 + (A1 −B1 (x1, x2))2 + (A2 −B2 (x1, x2))2]
(x1 + 3)
2




A1 = 0.5 sin (1)− 2 cos (1) + sin (2)− 1.5 cos (2)
A2 = 1.5 sin (1)− cos (1) + 2 sin (2)− 0.5 cos (2)
B1 (x1, x2) = 0.5 sin (x1)− 2 cos (x1) + sin (x2)− 1.5 cos (x2)










See Poloni et al. [34].
Appendix A.3. Kursawe function
f(x) =
∑2i=1 [−10 exp(−0.2√x2i + x2i+1)]∑3
i=1
[
















Appendix A.4. Two-on-one function
f(x) =
x41 + x42 − x21 + x22 − cx1x2 + dx1 + 20
(x1 − k)2 + (x2 − l)2
 (A.4)
where











See Preuss et al. [47].
Appendix B. Supplementary Material
The supplementary data can be found at https://doi.org/10.15488/10319.
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